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MINUTES 
BIKE, PEDESTRIAN, AND TRAILS COMMISSION 

Special Meeting 
March 22, 2021 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
Matt Gworek called the virtual meeting to order at 6:00 pm on March 22, 2021. 
 
ROLL CALL 
The following members were present for roll call:  
 

BPTC Members:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Matt Gworek, Chairperson 
Laurie Loeb, Member 
Meg Plumb, Member 
Niki Delson, Member 
Michael Gorman, Member 
Ian Edlund, Member (Late) 
Adam Wibby, Member 

Town Staff Present: Kevin Schorzman, Staff Liaison 
Kae McDonald, Boards and Commissions Clerk 
 

CONSENT AGENDA 
Motion Passed:  Meg moved to approve the Bike, Pedestrian, and Trail 
Commission meeting minutes from March 1, 2021.  Niki seconded the motion, and 
it was unanimously approved.  
 
PERSONS PRESENT NOT ON THE AGENDA 
There were no persons present not on the agenda. 
 
REVIEW 8TH STREET MEMO 
Matt noted that a memo is being drafted to put on record the considerations that went 
into the BPTC decision for Option B and will be submitted as part of the BOT packet 
on the 8th Street project.  He noted that his two main concerns with the design as 
presented are 1) the landscape buffer and 2) moving the centerline back to its current 
alignment. 
 
Kevin responded that given the constraints of the right-of-way there is not space to 
move the centerline without also eliminating the landscape buffer. 
 
Meg cautioned that the memo shouldn’t be about feet and inches, but rather it should 
bring forward the philosophy of the decision and capture the spirit of what the BPTC 
is trying to accomplish. 
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Matt moved on to the parking issue and noted that in addition to the ad hoc counts 
that members of the BPTC completed Kevin asked the police department to also 
complete a count.  He asked Kevin to elaborate on the results of the police 
department count and the specific number of parking spaces that might be available 
in the final design. 
 
Kevin responded that the police department count is ongoing, but to date, the 
maximum number of vehicles parked at any one time is 52 and the minimum is 44.  
He added that while the east side of 8th Street consistently has four more cars parked 
on average, both sides of the street average 27.  If parking is parsed out based on 
location north or south of the Rio Grande Trail, on average there are a few more cars 
parked north of the trail but the average on both sides of the trail is 26.  Kevin pointed 
out that he went out with a wheel and measured the exact number of parking spaces 
if it were to be striped.  Depending on the length of the parking space, parking on the 
east side of 8th would range between 44 and 54 spaces: 

• If the current parking space length of 24’ is used, there would be 44 spaces, 
• If the length were reduced to 20’, there would be 48 spaces, 
• If the length were reduced to 18’, there would be 54’. 

 
Kevin noted that the number of parking spaces north and south of the Rio Grande 
Trail would not change much from the current number.  He surmised that there will 
be somewhere between 48 and 54 parking spots on the east side of 8th Street in the 
final design. 
 
Adam asked what percentage of parking is being used in comparison to the overall 
percentage of available parking.  He also asked that an additional paragraph be 
added in the memo to discuss external factors that might affect how 8th Street is 
used. 
 
Matt asked how the information on parking numbers should be included in the memo. 
 
Meg said that it was important to include the parking numbers to demonstrate how 
that informed the Commission’s final decision.  She added that it was also important 
to emphasize that the Commission didn’t specifically choose to eliminate parking but 
rather chose to promote pedestrian and bike use of the corridor instead. 
 
Niki pointed out that there are several petitions circulating amongst 8th Street 
residents that concern the elimination of parking among other things.  She is 
concerned that the Board of Trustees will base their decision on the immediate needs 
of the current residents rather than plan for a growing demographics that will use the 
corridor into the future. 
 
Matt agreed with Niki and thought that this issue was closely tied to the current 
parking concerns.  He added that he felt like the commission members could choose 
the second design option because there wasn’t a hardship parking needs were 
compared to the number of parking spaces.  He added that the multimodal issue 
could be emphasized by the following: 
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• Adding the quote: “What is good for 80 year-olds is good for 8 year-olds,” 
• Emphasize the consistent width and unobstructed sidewalks and pair it with 

information on livable communities, 
• Address benefits of a landscape buffer. 

 
Adam suggested a design where the cars are parked next to the sidewalk rather than 
a landscape buffer. 
 
Michael pointed out that parked cars would provide a buffer, but the speeding tends 
to occur when there are fewer cars parked along 8th Street. 
 
Matt responded that the bulb-outs would help with the physical narrowing of 8th Street 
and the landscape buffer would provide a vertical narrowing of the viewshed. 
 
Laurie wondered how to address the difference in seasonal parking counts when 
summer parking may include more service vehicles. 
 
Kevin interjected that although the parking counts by the police department haven’t 
yet been completed, the current average for parking is 40 to 50% and the maximum 
ranges between 48 and 58% of total spaces available.  He added that there will be 
between 44 and 54 parking spots remaining on the east side of 8th Street if parking 
along the west side of the street is eliminated. 
 
Matt added that the numbers reveal it is possible to reduce parking without significant 
hardship. 
 
Niki added that it might mean people have to walk a block rather than park directly 
in front of their residence. 
 
Matt asked how to include Adam’s point about external factors that may impact 
vehicular use of 8th Street. 
 
Niki reminded the commission members that they had looked at the Cowen 
Drive/Highway 133 intersection almost two years ago.  She added that she was not 
comfortable including information on that intersection without specific data to support 
it. 
 
Adam suggested couching it as more of a question. 
 
Kevin pointed out that an access control plan has already been adopted for 
intersections along Highway 133 and it will be used to guide those decisions. 
 
Matt asked that if any of the commission members had additional information to add, 
to please contact him.  He asked Niki and Meg if they would be willing to edit the final 
draft.  He also asked if anyone objected to cancelling the April meeting in lieu of 
attendance at the scheduled meeting with the Board of Trustees. 
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ADJOURNMENT 
The March 22, 2021, special meeting adjourned at 7:00 p.m.  The next regular 
meeting is scheduled for May 3, 2021, at 6:00 pm.  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Kae McDonald 


